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1. Market 

Scale of global entertainment industry is:  

1. Album/music streaming, approximately 55 trillion KRW; 

2. Concert market, approximately 31 trillion KRW; 

3. Management (movie, CF), approximately 250 billion KRW; 

4. Broadcasting, approximately 559.9 trillion KRW; and 

5. Movie, approximately 109.4 trillion KRW 

Indices above indicate how great amount of value entertainment business possesses. Also, there is 

a trend shift in the industry, from listening entertainment to watching entertainment. 

Entertainment market has been constantly growing, and this shows a great implication regarding 

future developmental potential of entertainment market. The reasons why the entertainment 

contents industry is recognized as a separate industrial sector from other service industry sectors 

are:  

First, as economic condition is improved, there has been increase in the importance of leisure in the 

human life and growing trend of seeking “fun.” 

Second, the entertainment contents industry is recognized as a rising “blue ocean” in current 

society where not just “5 working days per a week” but even “4 working days per a week” is being 

discussed. 

Third, based on information and communication technology (public channels, cable channels, 

satellite channels, digital broadcasting, Internet service, etc.), shift to knowledge-based economy 

is being made. 

Fourth, as intellectual property protection is reinforced, significance of cultural industry which is a 

knowledge creating industry grows and demands for media/entertainment cultural contents 

products are rapidly increasing. 

 

Followings are indices which indicate how great growth potential entertainment industry, the basis 

of Stargram Platform project, possesses: 

 

 

World Ranking of Entertainment 

Source : SCG Trend Lab, 2016-08-23 
PWC, Global Entertainment & Media Outlook, 2015 

United States 

32.4% 

Japan 

12.3% 
Germany 

6.7% 
China 

5.7% 

United Kingdom 

5.5% 

Korea 

2.2% 

Others 

35.2% 
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2. Trends in Fandom 

It is believed that 1987’s fan novels of Sherlock Holmes were the birth of the modern fandom. 

Fandom culture is spreading over various contents in the contemporary society, and some of analysis 

and creations of fandom are sometimes beyond amateur level. 

1.1 Change in structure spectrum 

As idols’ entrance to various fields including soap opera, movie, and musical triggered 

fandom’s growth, members of idols’ fandom has been subdivided. 

1.2 Change in mind 

Change in fandom members’ mind had activities such as donation, forestation, and 

volunteer work replace giving gifts to idols, and those new activities settled as a part of 

fandom culture. 

1.3 Unofficial goods 

Unofficial goods are fan-made products including photo book which consists of pictures or 

video clips shot by fans, DVDs, and other products such as posters, photo cards, and stickers. 

Also, entertainment agencies started to operate online/offline goods shops. 

1.4 Lead of fanagement 

Although the fandom consist of fans, it also acts similarly to the entertainment agencies in 

ways such as producing unofficial goods, supports, donation, exhibition, and video viewing 

session. 

1.5 Habitat shift 

Fandom uses Twitter the most, followed by hub homes (website that works as the rally point 

of fandom) made by each fandom and fan pages (general fan page or fan page dedicated to 

a certain idol or category they like). 

 

Past fandom activities started from mere personal interests in the subjects, however now a fandom 

consumes great amount of their time and energy in acquiring information about stars through social 

networks. A fandom puts great attention on all activities of the star, and recently, they even reacts to 

faulty behaviors of stars through boycotts. Fandom activity changed into cultural phenomenon 

where fans consume stars’ contents and actively approach stars. 
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3. Vision 

Stargram Platform is a business model where blockchain and entertainment business are combined. 

The value of a star is the parameter of fans, and that parameter is converted into the gravity which is 

indicated in currency. Fandom around the world may actively consume the contents of stars and have 

better access to supporting the star’s career through Stargram Platform. Stargram Platform could be 

utilized to consume not only star contents but also more various entertainment industries including 

movie, novel, concert, and game. 

 

Everyone wants to be compensated for contributions they made in creating values. 

We will not remain satisfied by sharing contents and currency transaction and constantly contribute 

to innovative growth of new entertainment ecosystem to enhance the brand value of stars and value 

of global entertainment market and return those values to all the users. They are the ultimate vision 

of Stargram Platform. 
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4. Information on Stargram Coin 

1.1 Stargram Coin technology 

Stargram Coin is a private blockchain published by Stargram Global, and only individuals qualified 

through certification procedure created on the network can participate in the blockchain. Also, 

creating transaction is only allowed for authorized network participants. It is relatively safer from 

hacking or malwares than public blockchains. Also, when a wrong contract is approved, the situation 

may be settled within a short period, through intervention of the approving institute and participants. 

Since it is a change within limitedly permitted institute, approval procedure is relatively more 

convenient than public blockchains. Therefore, there is a difference in speed. Whereas it is 

approximately 10 TPS (Transaction Per Second) for public blockchains, it is over 1000 TPS for 

Stargram blockchain. The importance of TPS holds a great significance over Stargram Platform 

payment system. Private blockchain is the key to solve the coin’s scaling (transaction extendibility 

and speed enhancement) through Stargram Park and Stargram Exchange within Stargram Platform 

and TPS issues. 

Private Blockchain 

Record viewing authority Record viewing authority 

Transaction participant Transaction participant 

Verification/confirmation 

of transaction 
Verification/confirmation of transaction 

Storage of transaction 

record 
Storage of transaction record 

Consensus drawing 

method 
Consensus drawing method 

Definitive settlement of 

transaction 
Definitive settlement of transaction 

Extendibility Extendibility 

 

1.2 POA(Proof of Authority) consensus algorithm 

PoA(Proof of Authority) 

Proof-of-Authority (PoA) is actualized as an algorithm to be used with blockchain which provide 

immediate transaction through consensus mechanism which utilizes identity as a stake. The term 

PoA was created by Gavin Wood, the co-founder of Ethereum and Parity Technologies. In PoA based 

network, transactions and blocks are verified by authorized accounts called validators. Validators run 

software to which transactions can be injected in block level. 
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  Consensus TPS 

Block 

Generation 

Period 

(seconds) 

Confirmation 

Rate 

Confirmation 

Time 

(seconds) 

Settlement 

Finality 

Stargram POA  1,000  5     O  

EOS DPOS 1,000,000 3 15 45 O 

Bitshares/Steem DPOS 100,000 3 15 45 O 

Neo Dbft 10,000 15-20 1 15-20 O 

Ethereum POW 15 14 12 180 X 

Bitcoin POW 7 600 6 3600 X 

 

 

Stargram Coin forms blockchain and provide crypto currency service through infrastructures such 

as VM, network, and storage, provided by Microsoft Azure, a global cloud vendor. Especially, 

because a blockchain infrastructure building platform service called Azure BaaS (Blockchain as a 

service) was used, Stargram Coin is operated safely on better verified architecture. 

Currently, Stargram Coin Blockchain is operated at data centers spread to 3 different regions 

(Singapore, Korea, Japan) around the world, adequate availability is ensured. Also, backup and 

security services provided by Azure service guarantee the safety, and utilization of cloud 

infrastructure resources facilitates the extension of infrastructure or addition of data center. 
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Multiple blockchain servers around the world are connected to each other through virtual network, 

and a network security to block external access except external services to the network is applied. 

Ethereum based private blockchain service is provided on the server, and Block Explorer service 

which allows the users to check the blockchain transaction records is provided by the separate 

server. 
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5. Information on Star Token 

1.1 Star Token technology 

Star Token is to be issued as ERC20 based token, and Sharding, an extension solution within 

Ethereum network, will be applied. By applying Sharding, a new code storage method called proof 

of concept will be adopted. Fork Choice Rule is a technology to connect Shards to the main 

blockchain. Through Sharding, Stargram network parallel process the transactions, and divide them 

into multiple small networks (Shard) and store those Shards dispersedly. Our goal is to solve out-

of-network-capacity issue, improve transaction processing speed, and reducing cost through 

aforementioned method. Stargram network with Sharding will have more than approximately 100 

Shards, and R&D to settle extendibility issues in conventional networks. This will be actualized as 

solution plan for scaling solution to use Star Token as a payment model in Stargram Park (Dapp). 

In addition, Star Token is a bridge token based on ERC20, and will share the unique value of “stars”, 

the subjects of each token, based on its non-fungible attribute.  
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6. Service interface 

*Client API SDK language support 

Java 

Javascript 

Web API 

PHP 

*Crypto Wallet 

  iOS 

Android 

*Stargram Chain Service on development 

  Stargram Park (Dapp) 

 

Stargram Chain is creating a harmonious ecosystem of crypto currency and entertainment contents 

market. We developing a basic iOS, Android and web based service platform for this purpose and will 

continue to expand it. 
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7. Structures of Stargram Coin and Star Token 

Stargram Coin and Star Token are in relationship of master currency and bridge token. 

Users may use Stargram Coin to purchase or swap with other crypto currencies (Bitcoin, Ethereum, 

Ripple, etc.), and swap Stargram Coin with Star Token at Stargram Exchange to consume star 

contents. Star Token is a currency which can be used to consume contents (operational cost, concert, 

album creation, concert production, movie, media marketing, etc.) of the stars who issued the token, 

and thereby fandom’s consumption and utilization enhances the value of Star Token, and that puts 

relative influence on Stargram Coin, the key currency. 
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8. Economy in Stargram Coin, Star Token of Star Platform 

Stars such as <great man>, <musician>,<actor>,<sport star>,<entertainer> may request the issuance of 

tokens. The cores of Stargram Platform economy system are liquidity of Star Token and centralization 

of Stargram Coin.  

Star Token serves as the means to consume the stars’ contents. It has limited issuance amount and 

its value rises as it is used. Limit of token issuance is assigned at the initial issuance, based on online 

and offline data regarding the star’s potential and career. And the fandom can raise the value of the 

token by using and consuming it. Only Stargram Coin could be swapped with Star Token, and with its 

basic transactional function as a crypto currency, Stargram Coin serves as the master currency. 

Through swap with miscellaneous Star Tokens, Stargram Coin serves as the basic unit for Stargram 

Platform economy. Entertainment businesses which have to create new contents and demonstrate 

creativity its operation including advertisement and sales in marketing department can enjoy 

intuitive and proper promotion by benefitting from consuming power of fandom and forming own 

marketing ecosystem through Star Token. Advertisers can precisely measure ROAS (Return On 

Advertising Spend), the advertisement effectiveness within Stargram Platform, and maximize the 

marketing effect of Stargram Coin. Also, fandom can swap retained Stargram Coins with Star Tokens 

to consume contents in Stargram Park. Fandom could acquire Stargram Coins through sharing stars’ 

contents through various SNSs, blogs, YouTube, and other online social media and receiving the 

token from corresponding rewarding system. 
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9. Stargram Platform Flow 
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10. Dapps 

1.1 Stargram Park 

1) Problem 

Although there are several online/offline cases where crypto currencies are used at the moment, 

construction of actual environment and infrastructure is not sufficient. Credibility is decreasing as 

there has been no actual contract is spite of some overseas press report, and there are many 

difficulties for users because there is no existing analysis on economic feasibility or implementation 

cases. 

For crypto currency to work as usable currency, a precondition of constructing infrastructure, 

environment, and platform where stable pricing and use of crypto currency are possible is required. 

2) Solution 

Stargram Park is available for wide targeting since tokens could be issued for not only stars but also 

different types of social celebrities. One may aim to enhance the value of not only Tokens but also 

the celebrity by issuing Star Toke in the name of unpopular sports game or player to attract people 

sustained interest and support. 

Also, users are rewarded with a certain amount of Stargram Coin when they share and promote 

contents (video clips, posts, etc.) provided by companies on their SNS. Through this, companies 

(entertainment agencies) may enjoy worldwide promotion and enhance the star’s value. Users may 

benefit from Stargram Coins given as the reward, and exchange Stargram Coins with Star Tokens 

through the exchange, to purchase MD products. Stargram Park system is designed to support fast 

and easy payment and as a global platform users from all corners of the world can use without 

exchange rate issues, in ways such as allowing users to exchange gift cards with Star Tokens. 

Through that, Stargram platform aims to lead the paradigm in entertainment industry and grow into 

a global enterprise. 

3) Feature 

We aim to build the platform (Stargram Park) where Star Token’s economic feasibility as a crypto 

currency could be utilized limitlessly by designing the systems in which users can use basic crypto 

currencies as easily as using points, and by contributing to effective economic growth through the 

aforementioned to make an advance in entertainment industry’s ecosystem, make Star Token0 be 

universally used. 

4) Info 

Currently, services regarding industries related to entertainment are divided into multiple expert 

contents. We construct a single large platform where those contents are provided to users on the 

same platform. Users post articles regarding stars and those articles are open to other users’ 
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evaluation for a while. Those articles are rewarded with a certain amount of Stargram Coin according 

to the evaluation ranking. Users with more Stargram Coin or history of many upvotes receive more 

rewards, and they also receive more rewards when they share contents provided by companies on 

their SNS. As an article is stored as a block, modification or deletion of article or comments is 

impossible. 

 

1.2 Stargram Exchange 

 

 

1) Problem 

The problem of current public exchanges is that prices of coins are market prices determined by 

contracts based on sell/purchase, and only transactions for speculation are made. Also, because 

of exchanges operated with insufficient funds, there are too many bankruptcy cases. Moreover, 

there also is a serious problem of vulnerability to hacking threats, resulting in losing customers’ 

precious assets. On February 26 2014, Mt. Gox, the second largest of Bitcoin exchanges was 

closed because of hacking attack. Server shutdown of 24-hour exchanges also causes a 

significant problem. Coinone, Upbit, Korbit, and Bittrex froze funds of coin holders and rolled 

back all the orders. Lack of transparency in operation is also a cause of losing credibility. 

Ethereum has responded to deposits made by mistake according to terms of services. 
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2) Solution 

Stargram Coin and Star Token are priced by Stargram Exchange, provide information including 

quality classification for enhanced value (differentiated pricing at initial issuance based on issuing 

star), updates regarding the newest contents, addition of new tokens and contents, 

announcement for deadline fixation on a issued token, translation for contents and services, and 

introduction for token issuing stars, and fulfills the customers’ needs through services. Also, part 

of costs advertisers spent on Stargram Exchange for attracting users is distributed to users in the 

form of service providing. Such transaction is made through the Exchange built by Stargram 

Platform, and the Exchange will serve not only for mere token trades but also as new channel to 

assess world entertainment market. 

In contrast to other exchanges, Stargram Exchange has following algorithms: 

1. Stargram’s service providing system based on popularity of stars, which is star popularity 

survey interface algorithm consisting of contents analysis module which analyze exposure 

rate of online contents with any of article, blog, video clip, or image of a star and popularity 

assessment module which calculates the star’s popularity with aforementioned exposure 

rate; 

2. Cryptocurrency management interface algorithm supported by token issuance module 

which issue cryptocurrency tokens and allocate those tokens to stars, token transaction 

module which allow users to exchange real currencies with issued tokens, and value 

assessment module which assess the token’s value according to fluctuation of stars’ 

popularity.; and 

3. User interface algorithm equipped with quest providing module which provides quests by 

which users can make changes in popularity, quest judgment module which judges the 

completion of quests through changes in popularity, and reward granting module which 

grants differentiated rewards to users according to increase in popularity. 

Through these, Stargram Exchange is differentiated from other exchanges purpose of which is 

speculation by mere sell and purchase. 

Also, there is an internal task regarding patent of ‘12volt’, which is to be applied on Stargram 

Exchange and Multi Wallet is under process. It is a multi biometric authentication based 

cryptocurrency storage provision system which settles the hacking threat issue by 

technologies such as cloud dispersed data storage, double identity authentication, and 

biometric authentication (fingerprint, retina, vein, and face). 

3) Feature 

-Exchange system which supports HTS and MTS transactions 

-Security, anti-hacking, firewall, conclusion 

-Application for patent on online auction and trade system through cryptocurrency 

-Verification security technology: Technology in which when particular HCHC (patented) 
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value is transmitted to the server, a time-specific hash value is transmitted and the server 

verifies the packet with that hash value. 

-Transmission security technology: When particular DSPT (patented) value is transmitted 

to the server, core data uses the server’s session data not web’s Get/Pos method so that 

they are not exposed to hackers’ snipping. 

4)  info  

Different to other exchanges which support only purchase/sell, Stargram Exchange grants value 

to Star Token and provides various contents based on that value. Stargram Exchange affects Star 

Token’s value which is based on fandom and popularity. On Stargram Exchange, information and 

contents regarding stars are updated in real-time, and fandom acquires preferred Star Token 

through Stargram Exchange. Market price algorithm of Stargram Exchange is determines the 

market price based on not only sell/purchase but also data and analysis from various 

perspectives. 

We are preparing for reasonable latency for transmission at era of gigabit and optical 

communication, excessive variability, monopoly, difficulty in encashment, value decrease 

because of governmental intervention, and protection against network attackers. 

 

1.3 MIT Messenger 

   

1) Problem  

According to ‘Status and Future Prospects of Domestic Mobile Traffic’ by Electronics and 

Telecommunications Research Institute (ETRI), it is expected that there will be 74.64 million 

mobile communication users in Korea. In the third quarter of the last year, total number of 

mobile communication users in Korea was 63.27 million. Nowadays, smartphone 

messengers are becoming a universal platform with community and financial features, 

beyond a mere channel for communication. Accordingly, messengers are becoming a 
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general component of daily lives and the number of messenger users is sharply increasing. 

As the users increase, crimes related to messengers are also increasing, and there are 

severe privacy violations from personal information leakage caused by phishing crimes. 

Because of several recent personal information leakage incidents through messengers, 

messenger is both a service to exchange messages real-time and indicator of uses’ change 

in security awareness. 

2) Solution 

MIT Messenger is a messenger & softphone platform which adopted serverless concept in 

which user information and call history (including message) are not stored in servers to 

resolve concerns regarding personal information leakage. It is free from not only hacker 

attacks but also any other crimes. Conversation log and personal information are all 

encrypted so that not even users of the same messenger cannot snip or hack information.  

3) Features  

- Security and stability 

Unlike other messengers, M:I:T Messenger stores user data in no server and encrypts end-

to-end to protect users’ data. 

- PEER-TO-PEER 

MIT Messenger is P2P based messenger which doesn’t store user conversation in a server. 

- Data saving 

It uses 6 times less data than other messengers. 

- Speed 

With innovative patented technology and binary transmission method of the architecture, it 

can deliver messages much faster than other messengers. 

4) Info 

Unbank is a decentralization from conventional banking system, and it is an inter-wallet 

payment support system in which all users can easily do digital trades. Also, there is a term 

“unbanked” which refers to people segregated from benefits of financial institutes. It is 

estimated that there are approximately 2 billion unbanked around the world. For those who 

have hardship in using convenient financial services although they have an account in the 

bank, Unbank feature of M:I:T Messenger is innovative. With Unbank feature, we may 

overcome currency gaps among states, and enable free payment and charge system over the 

borders. 
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1.4 Multi Wallet 

   

1) Problem 

For cryptocurrency to work as an actual currency, overall increase in online and offline 

usability is required. Although there have been several overseas press reports on 

cryptocurrency services usable in offline environment through partnership with credit 

card companies, there was no feasible results. We are trying to solve such problems 

through a new service in which wallet/payment/contents are all available at the same 

time. 

2) Solution 

Multi Wallet enhances usability of Stargram Coin and Star Token, and provides UI which 

can be conveniently used at offline environment also. We provide services in which usual 

debit cards and Stargram Coin/Star Token which are cryptocurrencies could be used in 

the same level, and aim to establish a unique identity of Stargram Coin and Stargram 

Token. 

3) Features 

- Available for linkage with Stargram Exchange and Stargram Park. 

- Storage and transfer of Stargram Coin and Stargram Token. 

- Enhanced security features. 

4) Info 

Multi Wallet is a blockchain based wallet with which users can enjoy various contents and 

Stargram Coin/Star Token. Storage and transfer of Stargram Coin and Star Token are 

available with the Wallet. 
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1.5 Love Idol Company 

   

   

1) Problem 

As blockchain is recognized as the core technology for quaternary industry, combination 

of blockchain and game industry is rising. As blockchain is adopted in game industry, 

various attempts including reducing transaction fee and marketing cost, integrating 

game items within the platform and payment methods into one single cryptocurrency 

unit, and granting in-game rewards with cryptocurrency are made. 

2) Solution 

We aim to construct a new platform and expand actual usability of cryptocurrency by 

combining in-app payment and rewards with cryptocurrency. Furthermore, we can form 

a virtuous circle of using reward tokens for payments in affiliates and purchasing related 

products. 

3) Features 

We are currently going through sophistication work for global users, and have formed a 

cycle between games and Stargram by providing Stargram Token to users as rewards 

when they make payments. This proves that Stargram Platform may create tremendous 

synergy when it is connected with various entertainment businesses. 

4) Info 

Love Idol Company features advanced system with enhanced reality compared to 
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previous business management games, tycoon games, and idol producing games, and 

extracted and harmoniously combined only fun and strengths of business management 

simulation genre and idol producing genre. Also, Tokens given as rewards during the 

game play could be used for payments in Stargram Token affiliates, and even available 

for goods, albums, and even concert tickets of stars. 
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11. Stargram Platform Patent Information 

1.1 System for Providing Cyber Money Service that using Celebrity‘s Popularity Ratings 

1) Basic structure which provides cryptocurrency service where each celebrity issues 

cryptocurrency, and that cryptocurrency’s value changes based on popularity rating of the 

star. 

2) System which gives various quests which can increase the star’s popularity rating to users. 

3) History board structure which allows users to check the schedule of the star, 

communicates with stars through linkage with various online contents, and contributes to 

increase in stars’ popularity rating. 

4) Structure to prevent inflow speculators in order to guarantee fair value fluctuation of 

cryptocurrency through popularity based assessment. 

        Patent Registry Number: No. 10-2017-0167725 

 

 

 

 

1.2 Virtual money generation system using power of transportation 

1) Cryptocurrency mining system using transportations. 

2) System which mines cryptocurrency utilizing electricity generated from driving through 
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linkage between ECU and navigation in transportations including car, bus, and taxi and 

mining equipment which generates virtual money. 

3) Transportation based virtual money generation system which can predict mining amount 

of cryptocurrency based on the power generated from driving and past drive records of the 

driver, and transmit and manage mining information. 

Patent Registry Number: No. 10-2017-0167721 
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12. Road Map 

Stargram is making its best to complete each milestone of the road map, and above 

maintaining openness and transparency of communication channel, it is planning to provide 

the newest information of development process through development newsletter and SNS. 

 

- Sales: We are contacting stars with chances around the world, and contracts with Bruno 

Mars/Nelson Mandela/Michael Jackson/Michael Jordan/Celine Dion/Son Tung/etc. are in 

process. We are choosing one of global influencer stars, and prompt coin swap and purchase/sell 

through public exchanges are expected. Also, since our goal is to sign contracts with more than 

50 stars within a year from this moment, total number of users may exceed 10 million. 

 

- Marketing: All personnel in branches of Singapore, Thailand, Vietnam, United States, Japan, 

and Korea are conducting localized marketing and preparing for promotion marketing through 

global concerts. In global concerts, Stargram Coin is actually used, and we are planning to utilize 

that it is the coin closest to real economy as marketing point. 

 

Vietnam World Festival (with world stars) on July 7 2018 and Haeundae Hiphop Festival (with 

world stars) on July 28~29 2018 are currently under process. VD PAY and PG service contract are 

already signed, and therefore Stargram Coin and Star Token are going to be available in world 

affiliates, in addition to WeChat Pay, Alipay, and UnionPay. 

 

- Development, research, and operation team: Internal lab is aiming to develop Stargram 

Token’s issuance, system which connects token economy and real economy (stars’ contents), 

and construction of main net platform like Ethereum or EOS. Scout for domestic/overseas 

blockchain expert engineers is in process. 

 

2018 Stargram road map 

1st quarter 

Stargram Coin Crowd Sale (until the end of February-end of March)  

Development and open of Stargram Wallet  

R&D for token issuance system and trade system  

Beta for Planbit, an international exchange opens in March 

 

2nd Quarter 

Stargram’s registration on global public exchange is scheduled 
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Star Token’s beta test (establishment of Token’s entire system logic) 

Contracts with stars to issue Star Token is in process (Bruno Mars, Michael Jordan, and Nelson 

Mandela) 

Bingo Music creator uploads event promotion (development of Bingo Music streaming 

blockchain) 

 

3rd Quarter 

Vietnam concert on July 7, 25,000 audiences (with Son Tung, the top Vietnam singer and famous 

Korean singers). More than 2,000 seats of the concert will be paid by Stargram Coin. 

Haeundae concert at the end of July, in Korea 

    ㄱ. Limited seats or goods in the concert are paid with Stargram Coin 

Starting organization of engineers with construction experience of Korean/overseas main net 

platform, planning team, and R&D (planning to build platform with the same level as EOS) 

Planning Star Token issuance and ICO 

 

4th Quarter 

Beta open of Stargram Park, a Daap in which Stargram Coin and Tokens are used, in October.  

A. All online and offline contents of stars could be consumed on Stargram Park. 

(Concert ticket, album, media contents, MD products, premium products) 

Open of Stargram Token Exchange 

Sophistication work of Stargram multi wallet (connection with Stargram Park available) 

Overseas concert (LA, Las Vegas, US) on the 4th quarter (Connection with Stargram Park and 

payment with Stargram Coin)외 

Regular open of Stargram Park 

Platformization of Bingo Music and internal prototype test. 

Result announcement of 1st R&D on main net platform and application of Bingo Music Platform 
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13. Coin Sale 

 Summary 

2,000,000,000 Stargram Coins were issued in total. 

Initial allocation is as follows” 

Company: 1,000,000,000 (50%) 

ICO Exchange: 300,000,000 (15%) 

Exchange registration & marketing (air drop/promotion/event) : 300,000,000 (15%) 

Bonus shares for team&advisor&partner companies: 400,000,000 (20%) 

 

1. Marketing cost (there could be additional costs)  

・Direct marketing for Stargram service 

・PR marketing of Stargram  

・Contracts with celebrities and sports stars who will issue tokens in Stargram service 

・Marketing cost for the growth of Stargram 

 

2. Operation cost (there could be additional costs) 

・Sales/operation ・Legal service ・Preparation for Contingency 

・Audit after crowd sale  

 

3. R&D & UI/UX design costs (there could be additional costs)  

・Construction of own main net platform and R&D  

・Reinforcement of platform service of God of Events (Global version of Partiya) 

・Development of Synchro Walnet (wallet)  

・Development of exclusive payment module for Stargram affiliates  

・Promotion service for Stargram affiliate digital coupon and Tokens  

・CRM service on affiliates  

・Development of exchange between digital currencies and payment  

・R&D for better AI and personal recommendation features  
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・UI/UX design and development cost  

・Future development of others and Stargram service 

・R&D for better AI and personal recommendation features  

・UI/UX design and development cost  

・Future development of others and Stargram service 
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14. Stargram Team 
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15. Conclusion 

Stargram Platform adopts cryptocurrency into global real economy through systematic 

connection between cryptocurrency and key currencies. It makes users to use tokens in 

payments for services related to entertainment fandom market by distribution and 

enhancement of exchange platform values, and take hegemony in existing cryptomarket based 

on exchange between Stargram Coin and standard crypto currencies. Also, by Star Tokens 

issued by stars, fandom and provider (star) may co-prosper and furthermore, Stargram carries 

out cultural values through enhancement of service quality in entertainment market and 

creates new economic sector> 
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